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QUESTION 1

Which 3 FAS deduplication features were added in ONTAP 7.3? 

A. Qtree SnapMirror is supported on the destination for deduplication by enabling on the source, destination, or both
systems. 

B. The fingerprint database and the change logs that the deduplication process uses are located outside the volume, in
the aggregate. 

C. After breaking the deduplication volume destination mirror, the deduplication (a-sis) process continues uninterrupted. 

D. The deduplication schedule is not tied to a Qtree SnapMirror update, and can be configured just like the
deduplication schedule for any volume. 

E. The deduplication fingerprint and change logs were moved to the root volume /etc/dedup directory. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

In an aggregate using a RAID-DP raid group, what is the minimum number of disks that are needed to create an
aggregate so that it contains three data disks? 

A. 9 disks 

B. 7 disks 

C. 3 disks 

D. 5 disks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three are valid commands to be used with LUNs? 

A. lun move 

B. lun copy 

C. lun clone 

D. lun offline 

E. lun rename 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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QUESTION 4

How is a FlexClone volume different than a snapshot? 

A. A FlexClone volume is the same as a snapshot until you split the FlexClone to remove all restrictions on the parent. 

B. A FlexClone volume is a copy of all data blocks in a volume while a snapshot only references data blocks. 

C. A Flexclone volume is a writeable copy of a patent volume while a snapshot is read-only. 

D. A FlexClone volume is a separate copy of all data blocks within a parent volume that lives outs.de of the volumes
while the snapshot lives within the volume. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the /etc/nsswitch.conf file? 

A. It exports a resource persistently. 

B. It determines the order of authentication. 

C. It maps a hostname to its IP address. 

D. It authenticates the users. 

Correct Answer: B 
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